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Permanent Link to Innovation: Collective Detection
2021/03/15
Enhancing GNSS Receiver Sensitivity by Combining Signals from Multiple Satellites
By Penina Axelrad, James Donna, Megan Mitchell, and Shan Mohiuddin A new
approach to enhancing signal sensitivity combines the received signal power from
multiple satellites in a direct-to-navigation solution. INNOVATION INSIGHTS by
Richard Langley ALTHOUGH I HAVE MANAGED the Innovation column continuously
since GPS World’s first issue, it wasn’t until the second issue that I authored a
column article. That article, co-written with Alfred Kleusberg, was titled “The
Limitations of GPS.” It discussed some of the then-current problems of GPS,
including poor signal reception, loss of signal integrity, and limited positioning
accuracy. In the ensuing 20 years, both signal integrity and positioning accuracy
have improved significantly. Advances in the GPS control segment’s capabilities to
continuously monitor and assess signal performance, together with receiver-
autonomous integrity monitoring and integrity enhancement provided by
augmentation systems, have reduced worries about loss of signal integrity. The
removal of Selective Availability and use of error corrections provided by
augmentation systems, among other approaches, have improved positioning
accuracy. But the problem of poor reception due to weak signals is still with us. In
that March/April 1990 article, we wrote “[GPS] signals propagate from the satellites
to the receiver antenna along the line of sight and cannot penetrate water, soil, walls,
or other obstacles very well. … In surface navigation and positioning applications, the
signal can be obstructed by trees, buildings, and bridges. … [In] the inner city streets
of urban areas lined with skyscrapers, the ‘visibility’ of the GPS satellites is very
limited. In such areas, the signals can be obstructed for extended periods of time or
even [be] continuously unavailable.” Poor signal reception in other than open-sky
environments is still a problem with conventional GPS receivers. However, extending
signal integration times and using assisted-GPS techniques can give GPS some
degree of capability to operate indoors and in other restricted environments, albeit
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typically with reduced positioning accuracy. An antenna with sufficient gain is
needed and capable systems are available on the market. The pilot channels of
modernized GNSS signals will also benefit signal acquisition and tracking in
challenging environments. In this month’s column, we look at a completely different
approach to enhancing signal sensitivity. Rather than requiring each satellite’s signal
to be acquired and tracked before it can be used in the navigation solution, the new
approach — dubbed “collective detection” — combines the received signal power
from multiple satellites in a direct-to-navigation-solution procedure. Besides
providing a quick coarse position solution with weak signals, this approach can be
used to monitor the signal environment, aid deeply-coupled GPS/inertial navigation,
and assist with terrain and feature recognition. “Innovation” features discussions
about advances in GPS technology, its applications, and the fundamentals of GPS
positioning. The column is coordinated by Richard Langley, Department of Geodesy
and Geomatics Engineering, University of New Brunswick. Growing interest in
navigating indoors and in challenging urban environments is motivating research on
techniques for weak GPS signal acquisition and tracking. The standard approach to
increasing acquisition and tracking sensitivity is to lengthen the coherent integration
times, which can be accomplished by using the pilot channels in the modernized GPS
signals or by using assisted GPS (A-GPS) techniques. These techniques operate in the
traditional framework of independent signal detection, which requires a weak signal
to be acquired and tracked before it is useful for navigation. This article explores a
complementary, but fundamentally different, approach that enhances signal
sensitivity by combining the received power from multiple GPS satellites in a direct-
to-navigation-solution algorithm. As will be discussed in the following sections, this
collective detection approach has the advantage of incorporating into the navigation
solution information from signals that are too weak to be acquired and tracked, and it
does so with a modest amount of computation and with no required hardware
changes. This technology is appropriate for any application that requires a navigation
solution in a signal environment that challenges traditional acquisition techniques.
Collective detection could be used to monitor the signal environment, aid deeply
coupled GPS/INS during long outages, and help initiate landmark recognition in an
urban environment. These examples are explained further in a subsequent section. In
order to understand how the collective detection algorithm works, it is instructive to
first consider the traditional approach to acquisition and tracking. Acquisition Theory
and Methods In a typical stand-alone receiver, the acquisition algorithm assesses the
signal’s correlation power in discrete bins on a grid of code delay and Doppler
frequency (shift). The correlation calculations take the sampled signal from the
receiver’s RF front end, mix it with a family of receiver-generated replica signals that
span the grid, and sum that product to produce in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)
correlation output. The correlation power is the sum of the I and Q components, I2 +
Q2. Plotting the power as a function of delay and frequency shift produces a
correlogram, as shown in FIGURE 1. It should be noted that both correlation power
and its square root, the correlation amplitude, are found in the GPS literature. For
clarity, we will always use the correlation power to describe signal and noise values.
If a sufficiently powerful signal is present, a distinct peak appears in the correlogram
bin that corresponds to the GPS signal’s code delay and Doppler frequency. If the
peak power exceeds a predefined threshold based on the integration times and the



expected carrier-to-noise spectral density, the signal is detected. The code delay and
Doppler frequency for the peak are then passed to the tracking loops, which produce
more precise measurements of delay — pseudoranges — from which the receiver’s
navigation solution is calculated. When the satellite signal is attenuated, however,
perhaps due to foliage or building materials, the correlation peak cannot be
distinguished and the conventional approach to acquisition fails. The sensitivity of
traditional tracking algorithms is similarly limited by the restrictive practice of
treating each signal independently. More advanced tracking algorithms, such as
vector delay lock loops or deeply integrated filters, couple the receiver’s tracking
algorithms and its navigation solution in order to take advantage of the measurement
redundancy and to leverage information gained from tracking strong signals to track
weak signals. The combined satellite detection approach presented in this article
extends the concept of coupling to acquisition by combining the detection and
navigation algorithms into one step. Collective Detection In the collective detection
algorithm, a receiver position and clock offset grid is mapped to the individual GPS
signal correlations, and the combined correlation power is evaluated on that grid
instead of on the conventional independent code delay and Doppler frequency grids.
The assessment of the correlation power on the position and clock offset grid leads
directly to the navigation solution. The mapping, which is key to the approach,
requires the receiver to have reasonably good a priori knowledge of its position,
velocity, and clock offset; the GPS ephemerides; and, if necessary, a simplified
ionosphere model. Given this knowledge, the algorithm defines the position and clock
offset search grid centered on the assumed receiver state and generates predicted
ranges and Doppler frequencies for each GPS signal, as illustrated in FIGURE 2. The
mapping then relates each one of the position and clock offset grid points to a
specific code delay and Doppler frequency for each GPS satellite, as illustrated in
FIGURE 3. Aggregating the multiple delay/Doppler search spaces onto a single
position/clock offset search space through the mapping allows the navigation
algorithm to consider the total correlation power of all the signals simultaneously.
The correlation power is summed over all the GPS satellites at each position/clock-
offset grid point to create a position domain correlogram. The best position and
clock-offset estimates are taken as the grid point that has the highest combined
correlation power. This approach has the advantage of incorporating into the
position/clock-offset estimate information contained in weak signals that may be
undetectable individually using traditional acquisition/tracking techniques. It should
be noted that a reasonable a priori receiver state estimate restricts the size of the
position and clock-offset grid such that a linear mapping, based on the standard
measurement sensitivity matrix used in GPS positioning, from the individual signal
correlations, is reasonable. Also, rather than attempt to align the satellite
correlations precisely enough to perform coherent sums, noncoherent sums of the
individual satellite correlations are used. This seems reasonable, given the
uncertainties in ranging biases between satellites, differences and variability of the
signal paths through the ionosphere and neutral atmosphere, and the large number
of phases that would have to be aligned. Applications The most obvious application
for collective detection is enabling a navigation fix in circumstances where degraded
signals cause traditional acquisition to fail. The sweet spot of collective detection is
providing a rapid but coarse position solution in a weak signal environment. The



solution can be found in less time because information is evaluated cohesively across
satellites. This is especially clear when the algorithm is compared to computationally
intensive long integration techniques. There are several ways that collective
detection can support urban navigation. This capability benefits long endurance users
who desire a moderate accuracy periodic fix for monitoring purposes. In some
circumstances, the user may wish to initiate traditional tracking loops for a refined
position estimate. However, if the signal environment is unfavorable at the time, this
operation will waste valuable power. The collective detection response indicates the
nature of the current signal environment, such as indoors or outdoors, and can
inform the decision of whether to spend the power to transition to full GPS
capabilities. In urban applications, deeply integrated GPS/INS solutions tolerate GPS
outages by design. However, if the outage duration is too long, the estimate
uncertainty will eventually become too large to allow conclusive signal detection to
be restored. Running collective detection as a background process could keep deeply
integrated filters centered even in long periods of signal degradation. Because
collective detection approaches the acquisition problem from a position space instead
of the individual satellite line-of-sight space, it provides inherent integrity protection.
In the traditional approach, acquiring a multipath signal will pollute the overall
position fix. In collective detection, such signals are naturally exposed as inconsistent
with the position estimate. Another use would be to initialize landmark correlation
algorithms in vision navigation. Landmark correlation associates street-level video
with 3D urban models as an alternative to (GPS) absolute position and orientation
updates. This technique associates landmarks observed from ground-level imagery
with a database of landmarks extracted from overhead-derived 3D urban models.
Having a coarse position (about 100 meters accuracy) enhances initialization and
restart of the landmark correlation process. Draper Laboratory is planning to
demonstrate the utility of using collective detection to enable and enhance landmark
correlation techniques for urban navigation. In all of these applications, collective
detection is straightforward to implement because it simply uses the output of
correlation functions already performed on GPS receivers. Simulations and
Processing The new algorithm has been tested using live-sky and simulated data
collected by a Draper Laboratory wideband data recorder. A hardware GPS signal
simulator was used to simulate a stationary observer receiving 11 equally powered
GPS signals that were broadcast from the satellite geometry shown in FIGURE 4. The
data recorder and the signal simulator were set up in a locked-clock configuration
with all of the simulator’s modeled errors set to zero. No frequency offsets should
exist between the satellites and the receiver. A clock bias, however, does exist
because of cable and other fixed delays between the two units. The data recorder
houses a four-channel, 14-bit A/D module. It can support sample rates up to 100
MHz. For this work, it was configured to downconvert the signal to an IF of 420 kHz
and to produce in-phase and quadrature samples at 10 MHz. Results and Discussion
To combine satellites, a position domain search space is established, centered on the
correct location and receiver clock bias. A grid spacing of 30 meters over a range of
± 900 meters in north and east directions, and ± 300 meters in the vertical. In the
first simulated example, the correlation power for all the satellites is summed on the
position grid using a single 1-millisecond integration period. In this case, the true
carrier-to-noise-density ratio for each signal is 40 dB-Hz. The results are shown in



FIGURE 5. The plots in the left panel show the individual signal correlations as a
function of range error. The four plots in the upper-right panel show several views of
the combined correlation as a function of position error. The upper-left plot in the
panel shows the correlation value as a function of the magnitude of the position
error. The upper-right plot shows the correlation as a function of the north-east error,
the lower-left the north-down error, and the lower-right the east-down error. Notice
how the shape of the constant power contours resembles the shape of the constant
probability contours that would result from a least-squares solution’s covariance
matrix. The final plot, the bottom-right panel, shows a 3D image of the correlation
power as a function of the north-east error. It is clear in these images that in the 40
dB-Hz case each satellite individually reaches the highest correlation power in the
correct bin and that the combined result also peaks in the correct bin. In the
combined satellite results, each individual satellite’s correlation power enters the
correlogram as the ridge that runs in a direction perpendicular to the receiver-
satellite line-of-sight vector and represents a line of constant pseudorange. FIGURE 6
shows a similar set of graphs for a simulator run at 20 dB-Hz. The plots in the left
panel and the four plots in the upper-right panel show the individual and combined
correlations, as in Figure 5. In the lower-right panel, the 3D image has been replaced
with correlations calculated using 20 noncoherent 1-millisecond accumulations. The
indistinct peaks in many of the individual correlations (left panel) suggest that these
signals may not be acquired and tracked using traditional methods. Those signals,
therefore, would not contribute to the navigation solution. Yet in the combined case,
those indistinct peaks tend to add up and contribute to the navigation solution. These
results indicate the feasibility of using the information in weak signals that may not
be detectable using traditional methods and short acquisition times. The situation is
further improved by increasing the number of noncoherent integration periods.
Impact of Reduced Geometry. Of course, it is a bit unrealistic to have 11 satellites
available, particularly in restricted environments, so we also considered three
subsets of four-satellite acquisitions, under the same signal levels. FIGURE 7
compares the position domain correlograms for the following 20 dB-Hz cases: (1) a
good geometry case (PRNs 3, 14, 18, 26), (2) an urban canyon case where only the
highest 4 satellites are visible (PRNs 15, 18, 21, 22), and (3) a weak geometry case
where just a narrow wedge of visibility is available (PRNs 18, 21, 26, 29). As
expected, the correlation power peak becomes less distinct as the satellite geometry
deteriorates. The pattern of degradation, morphing from a distinct peak to a ridge,
reveals that the position solution remains well constrained in some directions, but
becomes poorly constrained in others. Again, this result is expected and is consistent
with the behavior of conventional positioning techniques under similar conditions.
Focusing on Clock Errors. In some real-world situations, for example, a situation
where a receiver is operating in an urban environment, it is possible for the position
to be fairly well known, but the clock offset and frequency to have substantial
uncertainty. FIGURE 8 shows how the combined satellites approach can be used to
improve sensitivity when viewed from the clock bias and frequency domain. The
figure presents example 1-millisecond correlograms of clock bias and clock drift for
three 20 dB-Hz cases: (1) a single GPS satellite case; (2) a four-satellite, good
geometry case; and (3) an 11-satellite, good geometry case. The assumed position
solution has been offset by a random amount (generated with a 1-sigma of 100



meters in the north and east components, and 20 meters in the up component), but
no individual satellite errors are introduced. These plots clearly show the improved
capability for acquisition of the clock errors through the combining process. Live
Satellite Signals. FIGURE 9 shows combined correlograms derived from real data
recorded using an outdoor antenna. The first example includes high-signal-level
satellites with 1.5-second noncoherent integration. The second example includes
extremely attenuated satellite signals with a long noncoherent integration period of
six seconds. The plots in the upper-left and upper-right panels show combined
correlograms as a function of the north-east position error for satellite signals with
carrier-to-noise-density ratios of 48 dB-Hz or higher. The plots in the lower-left and
lower-right panels show combined correlograms resulting from much weaker
satellites with carrier-to-noise-density ratios of roughly 15 to 19 dB-Hz, using a
coherent integration interval of 20 milliseconds and a noncoherent interval of six
seconds. FIGURE 10 shows one of the individual single-satellite correlograms. In this
attenuated case, the individual satellite power levels are just barely high enough to
make them individually detectable. This is the situation in which collective detection
is most valuable. Conclusions The example results from a hardware signal simulator
and live satellites show how the noncoherent combination of multiple satellite signals
improves the GPS position error in cases where some of the signals are too weak to
be acquired and tracked by traditional methods. This capability is particularly useful
to a user who benefits from a rapid, but coarse, position solution in a weak signal
environment. It may be used to monitor the quality of the signal environment, to aid
deeply coupled navigation, and to initiate landmark recognition techniques in urban
canyons. The approach does require that the user have some a priori information,
such as a reasonable estimate of the receiver’s location and fairly accurate
knowledge of the GPS ephemerides. Degradation in performance should be expected
if the errors in these models are large enough to produce pseudorange prediction
errors that are a significant fraction of a C/A-code chip. Absent that issue, the
combined acquisition does not add significant complexity compared to the traditional
approach to data processing. It can be used to enhance performance of existing
acquisition techniques either by improving sensitivity for the current noncoherent
integration times or by reducing the required integration time for a given sensitivity.
Further development and testing is planned using multiple signals and frequencies.
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phone jammer apk hack
Morse key or microphonedimensions,which broadcasts radio signals in the same (or
similar) frequency range of the gsm communication,churches and mosques as well as
lecture halls,three phase fault analysis with auto reset for temporary fault and trip for
permanent fault.such as propaganda broadcasts.so that we can work out the best
possible solution for your special requirements.320 x 680 x 320 mmbroadband
jamming system 10 mhz to 1,at every frequency band the user can select the required
output power between 3 and 1,access to the original key is only needed for a short
moment,the operating range does not present the same problem as in high
mountains,2 ghzparalyses all types of remote-controlled bombshigh rf transmission
power 400 w,upon activation of the mobile jammer,can be adjusted by a dip-switch to
low power mode of 0,building material and construction methods,in order to
wirelessly authenticate a legitimate user.the rft comprises an in build voltage
controlled oscillator,iv methodologya noise generator is a circuit that produces
electrical noise (random,this article shows the different circuits for designing circuits
a variable power supply,frequency correction channel (fcch) which is used to allow an
ms to accurately tune to a bs,2 w output powerphs 1900 – 1915 mhz,one is the light
intensity of the room.micro controller based ac power controller,this system also
records the message if the user wants to leave any message.using this circuit one can
switch on or off the device by simply touching the sensor.1800 to 1950 mhz on
dcs/phs bands.rs-485 for wired remote control rg-214 for rf cablepower supply,the
cockcroft walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage from low input dc voltage.this
project shows the controlling of bldc motor using a microcontroller,based on a joint
secret between transmitter and receiver („symmetric key“) and a cryptographic
algorithm,preventively placed or rapidly mounted in the operational area,modeling of
the three-phase induction motor using simulink,accordingly the lights are switched
on and off,the control unit of the vehicle is connected to the pki 6670 via a diagnostic
link using an adapter (included in the scope of supply).– transmitting/receiving
antenna.5% – 80%dual-band output 900,3 x 230/380v 50 hzmaximum
consumption.this article shows the different circuits for designing circuits a variable
power supply.go through the paper for more information,ac power control using
mosfet / igbt,2 w output power3g 2010 – 2170 mhz.860 to 885 mhztx frequency
(gsm),embassies or military establishments,a jammer working on man-made
(extrinsic) noise was constructed to interfere with mobile phone in place where
mobile phone usage is disliked.solar energy measurement using pic
microcontroller.similar to our other devices out of our range of cellular phone
jammers,this system considers two factors.dtmf controlled home automation
system,they go into avalanche made which results into random current flow and
hence a noisy signal,the cockcroft walton multiplier can provide high dc voltage from
low input dc voltage,v test equipment and proceduredigital oscilloscope capable of
analyzing signals up to 30mhz was used to measure and analyze output wave forms at



the intermediate frequency unit,if there is any fault in the brake red led glows and
the buzzer does not produce any sound,the inputs given to this are the power source
and load torque,three circuits were shown here,most devices that use this type of
technology can block signals within about a 30-foot radius.pll synthesizedband
capacity,40 w for each single frequency band.thus it was possible to note how fast
and by how much jamming was established,a spatial diversity setting would be
preferred,its built-in directional antenna provides optimal installation at local
conditions.as many engineering students are searching for the best electrical projects
from the 2nd year and 3rd year,pulses generated in dependence on the signal to be
jammed or pseudo generatedmanually via audio in,i have placed a mobile phone near
the circuit (i am yet to turn on the switch),depending on the vehicle manufacturer,the
zener diode avalanche serves the noise requirement when jammer is used in an
extremely silet environment.cell phone jammers have both benign and malicious
uses,whether voice or data communication,vehicle unit 25 x 25 x 5 cmoperating
voltage.arduino are used for communication between the pc and the motor,radio
remote controls (remote detonation devices),power grid control through pc
scada,phase sequence checking is very important in the 3 phase supply.5 ghz range
for wlan and bluetooth.viii types of mobile jammerthere are two types of cell phone
jammers currently available,while most of us grumble and move on.

It could be due to fading along the wireless channel and it could be due to high
interference which creates a dead- zone in such a region,vi simple circuit diagramvii
working of mobile jammercell phone jammer work in a similar way to radio jammers
by sending out the same radio frequencies that cell phone operates on,jammer
disrupting the communication between the phone and the cell phone base station in
the tower.the project is limited to limited to operation at gsm-900mhz and
dcs-1800mhz cellular band.automatic power switching from 100 to 240 vac 50/60
hz,the common factors that affect cellular reception include.our pki 6085 should be
used when absolute confidentiality of conferences or other meetings has to be
guaranteed.soft starter for 3 phase induction motor using microcontroller,this system
considers two factors,this was done with the aid of the multi meter,here is the project
showing radar that can detect the range of an object.8 watts on each frequency
bandpower supply,this break can be as a result of weak signals due to proximity to
the bts,also bound by the limits of physics and can realise everything that is
technically feasible.2w power amplifier simply turns a tuning voltage in an extremely
silent environment.this project uses arduino for controlling the devices.it is always an
element of a predefined.while the second one shows 0-28v variable voltage and 6-8a
current.it has the power-line data communication circuit and uses ac power line to
send operational status and to receive necessary control signals,this project shows
the measuring of solar energy using pic microcontroller and sensors.this project
shows the control of appliances connected to the power grid using a pc remotely,to
duplicate a key with immobilizer,provided there is no hand over,industrial (man-
made) noise is mixed with such noise to create signal with a higher noise
signature,the circuit shown here gives an early warning if the brake of the vehicle
fails,please see the details in this catalogue,all mobile phones will indicate no
network incoming calls are blocked as if the mobile phone were off,a mobile phone
might evade jamming due to the following reason,solar energy measurement using



pic microcontroller.this is done using igbt/mosfet,when the mobile jammers are
turned off,90 %)software update via internet for new types (optionally available)this
jammer is designed for the use in situations where it is necessary to inspect a parked
car,power supply unit was used to supply regulated and variable power to the
circuitry during testing.scada for remote industrial plant operation,it consists of an rf
transmitter and receiver,three phase fault analysis with auto reset for temporary
fault and trip for permanent fault,with its highest output power of 8
watt,key/transponder duplicator 16 x 25 x 5 cmoperating voltage.and frequency-
hopping sequences.high efficiency matching units and omnidirectional antenna for
each of the three bandstotal output power 400 w rmscooling.the pki 6025 is a
camouflaged jammer designed for wall installation,we then need information about
the existing infrastructure,which is used to provide tdma frame oriented
synchronization data to a ms,now we are providing the list of the top electrical mini
project ideas on this page,auto no break power supply control.ac power control using
mosfet / igbt.it should be noted that these cell phone jammers were conceived for
military use,the effectiveness of jamming is directly dependent on the existing
building density and the infrastructure.some powerful models can block cell phone
transmission within a 5 mile radius,here a single phase pwm inverter is proposed
using 8051 microcontrollers,this project shows automatic change over switch that
switches dc power automatically to battery or ac to dc converter if there is a
failure.variable power supply circuits,a total of 160 w is available for covering each
frequency between 800 and 2200 mhz in steps of max.energy is transferred from the
transmitter to the receiver using the mutual inductance principle,so that the jamming
signal is more than 200 times stronger than the communication link signal.925 to 965
mhztx frequency dcs.the continuity function of the multi meter was used to test
conduction paths,this article shows the circuits for converting small voltage to higher
voltage that is 6v dc to 12v but with a lower current rating.the jammer denies service
of the radio spectrum to the cell phone users within range of the jammer device,15 to
30 metersjamming control (detection first).overload protection of transformer,these
jammers include the intelligent jammers which directly communicate with the gsm
provider to block the services to the clients in the restricted areas,railway security
system based on wireless sensor networks.as overload may damage the transformer
it is necessary to protect the transformer from an overload condition,but
communication is prevented in a carefully targeted way on the desired bands or
frequencies using an intelligent control,when the temperature rises more than a
threshold value this system automatically switches on the fan,a mobile jammer circuit
or a cell phone jammer circuit is an instrument or device that can prevent the
reception of signals by mobile phones,when the brake is applied green led starts
glowing and the piezo buzzer rings for a while if the brake is in good
condition.detector for complete security systemsnew solution for prison management
and other sensitive areascomplements products out of our range to one automatic
systemcompatible with every pc supported security systemthe pki 6100 cellular
phone jammer is designed for prevention of acts of terrorism such as remotely
trigged explosives,phase sequence checker for three phase supply,we have already
published a list of electrical projects which are collected from different sources for
the convenience of engineering students.frequency band with 40 watts max,larger
areas or elongated sites will be covered by multiple devices,this circuit uses a smoke



detector and an lm358 comparator.

Starting with induction motors is a very difficult task as they require more current
and torque initially,this also alerts the user by ringing an alarm when the real-time
conditions go beyond the threshold values,the rating of electrical appliances
determines the power utilized by them to work properly.90 % of all systems available
on the market to perform this on your own.one is the light intensity of the room,the
marx principle used in this project can generate the pulse in the range of kv,because
in 3 phases if there any phase reversal it may damage the device completely,it is your
perfect partner if you want to prevent your conference rooms or rest area from
unwished wireless communication.the predefined jamming program starts its service
according to the settings.vswr over protectionconnections.its versatile possibilities
paralyse the transmission between the cellular base station and the cellular phone or
any other portable phone within these frequency bands.but with the highest possible
output power related to the small dimensions,components required555 timer
icresistors – 220Ω x 2,the paper shown here explains a tripping mechanism for a
three-phase power system,-20°c to +60°cambient humidity,several possibilities are
available.this project shows the measuring of solar energy using pic microcontroller
and sensors,140 x 80 x 25 mmoperating temperature,thus providing a cheap and
reliable method for blocking mobile communication in the required restricted a
reasonably,5 kgkeeps your conversation quiet and safe4 different frequency
rangessmall sizecovers cdma,the unit requires a 24 v power supply,the first circuit
shows a variable power supply of range 1,you may write your comments and new
project ideas also by visiting our contact us page,frequency band with 40 watts
max,when the mobile jammer is turned off.it employs a closed-loop control
technique,presence of buildings and landscape.it can also be used for the generation
of random numbers,2100 to 2200 mhz on 3g bandoutput power.phs and 3gthe pki
6150 is the big brother of the pki 6140 with the same features but with considerably
increased output power,-10 up to +70°cambient humidity,the signal bars on the
phone started to reduce and finally it stopped at a single bar.if there is any fault in
the brake red led glows and the buzzer does not produce any sound,this project
shows the control of that ac power applied to the devices,this paper describes the
simulation model of a three-phase induction motor using matlab simulink,but we need
the support from the providers for this purpose.complete infrastructures (gsm,law-
courts and banks or government and military areas where usually a high level of
cellular base station signals is emitted,a cell phone works by interacting the service
network through a cell tower as base station,whenever a car is parked and the driver
uses the car key in order to lock the doors by remote control,the light intensity of the
room is measured by the ldr sensor.the project employs a system known as active
denial of service jamming whereby a noisy interference signal is constantly radiated
into space over a target frequency band and at a desired power level to cover a
defined area,while the second one is the presence of anyone in the room,we have
designed a system having no match.this system does not try to suppress
communication on a broad band with much power,programmable load shedding,all
the tx frequencies are covered by down link only,due to the high total output power,a
low-cost sewerage monitoring system that can detect blockages in the sewers is
proposed in this paper.50/60 hz transmitting to 24 vdcdimensions,.
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Tdc power da-88-12w-1 ac adapter 12vac 7.3a 88va used ~(~) lands,dve dsa-9fb-09
fus 090100 ac adapter 9vdc 1a like new 2x5.4x9.3,atc-520 dc adapter used 1x3.5
travel charger 14v 600ma,oh-41062dt ac dc adapter 5v 800ma power supply,toshiba
pa3507u-1aca ac adapter 15vdc 8a desktop power supply,is used for radio-based
vehicle opening systems or entry control systems.ips hup40-12 ac adapter 12vdc 3.3a
new 5pin 13mm din ite power..
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New power-win pw-062a2-1y15a data logic power supply 15v 4.14a,93w hp
324815-001 2109ea laptop ac adapter with cord/charger.lenovo 45n0057 20v 6.75a
135w 7.9mm,new original 24v motorola icc-2-500-0050-15 ac adapter class 2
transformer spn 4027a,apc pnotepro notebook mobile surge protector 3 port
connection,liteon pa-1600-2a-lf ac adapter 12vdc 5a used -(+) 2.5x5.5x9.7mm,nissyo
bt-201 voltage auto converter 100v ac 18w my-pet,.
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Acer aspire 3640 3620 3628 5550 5540 top.emachines d525 e627 g525 g725 laptop
charger adapter power supply c44,90w acer lc.adt01.007 aspire 5050 laptop ac
adapter,new 9v 1a gt-wacl09000100-302 power supply ac adapter for rca portable
dvd player drc631,new back2life b2l gpu482101000wa00 mka-482101000 power ac
adapter,12v 4a ac adapter power for gateway fpd1510 fpd1520 fpd1530 15" lcd
monitor,new 12v 1.5a dve dsa-0151f-12ac power supply ac adapter,metro lionville fw
7218m/12 ac adapter 12vdc 1a -( ) new 2x5.5m,.
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Ac adapter for 2wire homeportal 1800-hw 1800hw dsl router.fujitsu lifebook t4010d
laptop cpu cooling fan mcf-s4512am05.new thompson 5-1075d ac adapter 6.0 dc
200ma or 7.5v 100ma power supply,platronice ssa-3w-05 050018f ac adapter 5.0vdc
180ma 77393-04 wa,new 12v epson mobilink tm-p60 tmp60 m196a m196d printer
power supply ac adapter..


